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Making inflation work: Damping of density perturbations due to Planck energy cutoff T. Padmanabhan (Received 28 July 1988) In this paper we propose an alternative method for the computation of classical density perturbations from a quantum field in an inAationary scenario. We compute the power spectrum of density perturbations directly from vacuum Auctuations of the "time-time" component of the energymomentum tensor.
We compute the inhornogeneous part of~the correlation function (0~T o(x, t) T 0(y, t)~0) for a massless minimally coupled scalar field in de Sitter space. The Fourier transform of this two-point function leads to the scale-invariant spectrum of perturbations, but is ultraviolet divergent. This expression can be made finite by introducing an (ad hot. ") We define a classical field P, (ix, t) as consisting of a homogeneous part and a perturbation:
P"(x,t)=P,(t)+5/(x, t) .
Defining 5$(x, t) is trickier. We first define the power spectrum of the scalar field by P(k, t)= f d xe ' (6) is that the expression on the right-hand side is divergent. We feel that one should honestly "own up" this divergence and attempt to regularize it by some physical criterion. This is what we plan to do in the following.
Since $0(t) cannot be defined as (OIQ(x, t)IO& (which vanishes), it is defined as the (regularized) rms value: (4) As far as we are aware, this idea of defining Ipk(t)I directly in terms of T'k has not been discussed in the literature in any detail. Brandenberger mentions this approach briefly in an appendix to one of his papers and notes that the expression is divergent.
In the next section of this paper we will compute the two-point function for a massless minimally coupled scalar field in de Sitter space. We find that unlike the object (OI T'k Io& which is homogeneous and divergent, the two-point function contains a space-dependent part which is finite.
We then evaluate the In the last section we discuss the motivation and the shortcomings of our approach.
II. COMPUTATIONOF (pIT', (x+1,t)T',(x, t)Ip&

IN DE SITTER SPACE-TIME
In this section we will compute the two-point function (OIT 0(x+l)T 0(x)IO& for a massless free scalar field in an external de Sitter universe. (In a realistic infiationary model, the field will not be free; neither will the spacetime be eternally de Sitter. However as we will argue in the last section these approximations do not affect the central result appreciably. ) We will work with the Lagrangian We quantize the field by expanding the field P(x, t) as ) where fi, (t) 
S'(t)
The explicit form for f& is given by
where 8= k l(HS). We introduce a complete set of states~g ) in (12) so that the correlation function can be written as
where T'I, is the energy-momentum tensor for the scalar field:
The quantity (O~T'b(y, t)~P) is nonzero only for the cases when~$ ) is either a vacuum state or a two-particle state. So C'~I can be expressed as
where p and q are the momenta labeling the two-particle state. Since the vacuum is translationally invariant, the first term on the right-hand side is space independent (though formally divergent 
,, a a i. .. a a To compute v; it is easier to first evaluate the quantity (0~$(x)P(z)~lzlq) (where x and z are four-dimensional space-time coordinates). Then r'J can be obtained as r ' (x,p, q, 
The two-point function (h; (x, t)h'J(0, t)) will vary as x~in the conventional model and will be replaced by (~x~+L ) starting from the first priliciples. We hope to address this issue in a future puMication.
IV. DRAWBACKS AND GUTLOGK
In this concluding section we will critically examine the conclusions of this paper and discuss possible objections.
To begin with there are certain, relatively minor, technical objections. We did the calculation for a massless free scalar field in an external de Sitter spacetime. To be realistic we have to introduce some suitably fiat, effective potential and take into account effects such as reheating, finite age of the de Sitter space, etc. While this certainly needs to be done, we do pot think it will modify the result in any drastic manner. Several calculations have demonstrated the fact that the value of (5p/p) is reasonably independent of these details. Essentially, this value is decided by the Fourier transform of the two-point function of the scalar field (0~$(x, t)P(y, t)~0) =G(x, y, t) For.
small~x -y~, the behavior is always S ( t }~x -yS ince our procedure only affects the value near Planck length, the high-k behavior will always pick up a factor such as exp( nHL) Thus -the cu. toff will reduce the (5p/p) by a large factor (about 2X 10 ") even in a realistic scenario.
The second issue concerns the way in which the ex- (Al) P We substitute this in (0~$(x)$(y)~1 1 ). The only nonzero term will be the one which arises from a~a acting on~l~l q). So we get (0~$(x)P(y)~1&lq) =f (t)f (t')e'~'"+'q "+(P q) . 
